When uncertainty prevails, peace of mind is imperative. Therefore, Enterprise must adopt methods to safeguard offices, facilities and environments and protect people and assets. This duty of care is squarely rooted in risk management and taking the right precautions at the right time – whether it be pandemic related or simply during Flu season.

Why it’s Worth the Value Today, and Tomorrow

When uncertainty prevails, peace of mind is imperative. Therefore, Enterprise must adopt methods to safeguard offices, facilities and environments and protect people and assets. This duty of care is squarely rooted in risk management and taking the right precautions at the right time – whether it be pandemic related or simply during Flu season.

Temperature Screening that’s Enterprise Ready

This helps facilities verify that anyone entering has no elevated temperature, offsetting risk of human exposure, decreasing the need for manual checks and increasing accuracy of compliance across multiple venues. Highly configurable to integrate with access control, printers, and badge scanners as well as with our Mobile QA screener and digital signage. Email or text alerts can be configured to escalate additional screening in real time and with sensitivity.

Recognition through Badge, ID, or Face

Use the mobile Safe Pass App and set up facial recognition through a secure database. Screening becomes as easy as walk in, scan and go, with a Safe Pass badge automatically appearing in the mobile app, valid for 24-hour period. Data is securely stored and accessible per your instructions.

Welcome Visitors & Guests

Define and customize settings based on who is expected to be arriving and entering. Set up for screening and results in less than a second. Options to scan an on-screen barcode to access results discreetly, if preferred.
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SAFE SPACE SOLUTIONS

THE THERMAL TEMPERATURE DEVICE & AI PLATFORM
As our world gets back to business, let us help safeguard what matters most: Your Customers.

The AI Engine is the Difference

- Connect and synchronize multiple points of entry – aggregated to a single, unified dashboard
- Customizable to conform to Safe Space, HR, Legal, Privacy or other Corporate Compliance requirements
- AI-enabled with advanced rules engine, triggering alerts at the right time, to the right person, in the best manner
- Dashboard provides daily reports, trending, and alerts based on set KPIs – and can be accessed remotely

Safety Made Simple

- Reliable accuracy +/- 0.5°C | +/- 0.9°F
- If individual exceeds temperature limits, notification can happen – and delivered via email or SMS
- Works immediately after the device is powered on – no calibration needed
- No-contact remote forehead temperature inspection
- Multi-point temperature: Stop, Scan, View and Log instantly, with output +/- 1 second
- Works by facial detection, with or without mask; with or without photos through a facial recognition layer

Integrates Easily with Other API, Data and Cloud-Based Services

- When enabled, the engine creates event logs according to any compliance – and stored in the Cloud
- Other platform analytics, device or access controls can be integrated
- Solution incorporates Remote Device Management and over-the-air update
- Remote troubleshooting allows hassle-free maintenance and support through a SaaS model
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KEEPING PEOPLE AND SPACE SAFE - 4 EASY STEPS

Enhance your safety protocols and speed up entry to include Q&A screening and a time-stamped Safe Pass for use at all access points. Digital signage component can be configured to display safe space policy and other branded content. Badges can be automated to mobile device or using a thermal printer for conventional Stickers.

CHECK
Q&A Screening
Mobile or Kiosk

SCAN
Temperature

COMMUNICATE
Digital Display

CLEAR
Mobile App or Badge
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Enterprise Control

- Efficiently manage oversight with Smart Alerts
- No additional infrastructure or staff needed
- All you need is a browser, zero integration
- Define prompts, alerts, workflows & data storage to support HR & legal compliance
- Administrator dashboard tracks compliance, trends, historical anomalies and reports across all locations

Compliance? Check!

- Set data storage & privacy to support company or state requirements
- Set temperature thresholds and “smart alerts”
- Personalize the indicators, workflow & information displayed
- Access or download a full activity log
- Schedule automated reports